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MOCKTAIL FLAVOURS £35
Flavour re-head £17.50

CUBAN MOJITO Each bartender has his or her 
special recipe for this exotic drink, we at Tiger Bay 
have adapted our own special recipe and applied it 
to this house favourite.

MANGO TANGO This tropical blend will sneak 
up on you with its piercing piquancy and will leave 
you in a fruity paradise.

LYCHEE MIST This subtropical fruit has been 
transformed into this delightfully sweet shisha. A 

taste and aromas.

WATERMELON SLUSHY FREEZE Just like 
your childhood watermelon bubble gum but with 

PASSION FRUIT TWIST A sensual mix of ripe 
passion fruit, man- goes and citrus blends is sure to 
awaken your taste buds.

PINA COLADA A sweet, smooth, creamy smoke, 
our version of one of the worlds most popular 
cocktails. Controlled pineapple and creamy coconut 
overtures make this shisha stay perfectly balanced 
all the way through.

DRAGONS MIST A fruity combination of all your 
favourite berries and cool misty aromas produce 

PINEAPPLE SLUSH A new house favourite, if 
you love pineapple you will love this fresh icy cold 
version.

The people that gather here appreciate that smoking 
the shisha pipe is one of life’s great pleasures. Take 
time out and mellow with the soft sound of bubbling 

Here we offer a unique twist to shisha smoking 
with our exclusively prepared ‘Mocktail’ shishas 
and various ranges of tobacco from all corners of 
the globe. We have something for everyone, so sit 

we have to offer. 

HOUSE RULES
Please be aware there is hot coal being served on 
the Shisha and we will not take any responsibility 
for clothes of any items burnt or damaged inside 
the premises.

We also have a one shisha between two people 
policy and a 90 minute seating rule during busy 
periods. A minimum spend may be applicable during
event days. Please take care when in the shisha area,
respect our staff and other customers.         

          
       

We hope you have an amazing experience here 
at TigerBay Shisha Lounge.

A gratuity       charge of 10% will be added to the total bill.
Seating in the VIP area will have a non-discretionary 
10% a gratuity charge added to the total bill. All our

shishas include a complimentary disposable pipe.



GREEN SKITTLES Everyone’s favourite skittle 

TigerBay.

BLUEBERRY MOJITO The name says it all,
a sweet take on a citrus classic.

FROZEN ZEST A refreshing taste of fresh citrus 

SAVACCO FLAVOURS £32 
Flavour re-head £16.00

PASSIONOVA A tropical taste of passion fruit, 
chilled to perfection.

SWISH A perfect blend of Icey dragon fruit and 
pomegranate.

BLUEPRINT A taste of sweet blueberries, mixed 

6IX BLEND A refreshing watermelon blend with 
spearmint gum, that will keep you coming back for 
more.

IKONIC The Ikonic grape and mint, perfectly 
balanced to bring this age old classic to a new level, 
making this the new standard for grape and mint. 

FROZEN SMURF An intense sweet blended 
infusion taste of wild berries.

PURPLE RAIN A taste of English blueberry with 
a refreshing cool mint.

FROZEN A refreshing mix taste of green apple 
with a cooling exhale. 

MAYFAIR A magical blend taste of rose, lemon 
and orange.

BLACK MAMBA An exciting blend taste of berry 
with succulent peach and a touch of mint.

PICASSO A sweet taste of pineapple with a cool 
frozen sensation.

MELLOW HAZE A tantalising iced sweet melon 
slush taste.

MAGNA CARTA A taste of exotic crushed limes 
with a cooling touch of wild mint.

G6 ON THE ROCKS A tangy grapefruit taste 
with a cooling sensation.

SUPERSTAR A taste of ripe and sweet citrus fruits 
with a delicate touch of black mint.

AL FAKHER £27
Flavour re-head £13.50

GRAPE / MINT / DOUBLE APPLE / 
WATERMELON / ORANGE / LEMON /
KIWI / PEACH / STRAWBERRY / VANILLA /
SPEARMINT / GUM / BERRY / COCONUT /
MELON / POMEGRANATE / GUAVA / 
BLUEBERRY 



PREMIUM FLAVOURS £30
Flavour re-head £15.00

BLUE MIST 

PINK This is a mysteriously smooth shisha that 
hints at a sweet pink grapefruit with a light dose of 
raspberry. A very smooth, sweet smoke that glides 
across your tongue.

CODE 69 
and fruit. An innocently wild cola after taste.

CITRUS MIST 
consistently sprinkles citrus and lemon pulsations 
across your tongue.

TROPICOOL Fruits from the tropical rainforest 

FIZZY COLA BOTTLES 

BOMBAY PAN The traditional sweet Indian chew 
has become famous all over the world. Now you can 

FROZEN PAN An icy cold version of the famous 
Indian chew.

RASPBERRY PEAR DROPS A new and exotic 

and the British favourite candy combine to produce 
this new house favourite.

FROZEN APPLE 
A cold green apple taste and perfect for mixing with 

IRN BRU SLUSH 

TigerBay.

WHITE GUMMY BEAR The gummy bears which 

SOUR SKITTLES Much like the popular sour 
candies. Taste the rainbow with this tongue tingling 
favourite.

OVERDOZZ £30
Flavour re-head £15.00

24 KARATINE
cookies with an unmistakable touch of banana and 
pineapple. 

GO FOR BROKE A traditional, ancestral grape 

yourself! 

LUSIDREAM You will think you are dreaming with 

 
HEAT WAVE A perfect balance between traditional 
Arab cinnamon and the most realistic mint. 



LOVE BUG
take you to a crystal clear beach. 

PSYCH OUT A strong mint character and the 
subtlety of pineapple juice mixes once more to give 
you psych out.

ZERO GRAVITY A balance of perfection between 
lemon and mint that will make you soar.

ONE NIGHT STAND A vibrant mix of passion 
fruit and mango with a touch of orange citrus. 

BAD HABIT

CRAZY EX A perfect mix between the legendary 

SUMMER FLING

WILD NIGHT OUT Dynamic and spectacular. If 
you like lemon cake you will be amazed by this.

DOUBLE TROUBLE One of our most emblematic 

DOPOMINE A delicious touch of citrus fruits, 
grapes and blueberries. 

FRESH GREENS A powerful, mentholated mix 
that will leave you frozen.

JUDGEMENT DAY An amazing and creamy mix 
of peach and coconut.

EXTRAS
GLASS SHISHA £80
This shisha is guaranteed to blow you away and it 
also comes with a LED light, so its great for special 
occasions or shisha lovers.

2. Choose your fruit head
3. Choose your base

ORANGE HEAD £7.50
PINEAPPLE HEAD £12.50
Why not upgrade your shisha to a fruit head for 
longer lasting sessions, a smoother smoke and even 

ICE PIPE £5
Our new ice pipes provide you with ice cold smoke! 
This is the perfect addition for hot summers day.

STARBUZZ TOBACCO FREE £25
Flavour re-head £12.50
We now serve tobacco free shisha for those health 
conscious shisha lovers. We have a great range, 
which provide just as much clouds as regular shisha 
tobacco. You are welcome to mix and match or 
please ask a member of staff for recommendations.

SIMPLY MANGO / WHITE MINT /
TROPICOOL / BLUE MIST / GRAPE /
GOLDEN APPLE DOPIO



WAFFLES £7.95

AMERICAN NUTTER Plastered with American 
peanut butter and garnished with a generous helping 
of Nutella.

BANOFFEE WAFFLE Smothered with a Nutella 
sauce served with sliced banana and drizzled with our 
delicious toffee syrup.

CANADIAN WAFFLE Dusted with a cinnamon 
powder and drizzled with luscious Canadian maple 
syrup.

FERRERO WAFFLE 
irresistible Ferrero Rocher, milk chocolate chips and a 
generous toppings of Nutella and crushed nuts.

LOTUS Drizzled with lotus spread and sprinkled with 
crushed lotus biscuits.

OREO WAY Smothered with crushed Oreo cookies 
and drizzled with melted Belgian chocolate.

RAINBOW Drizzled with melted Belgian chocolate 
and loaded with colourful rainbow M&M’s.

BOUNTY BLAST Crumbled Bounty, drizzled on a 

CHOCOLATE WAFFLE 

Available in milk & white chocolate.

TIGERBAY SPECIALITIES
CHOCOLATE BROWNIE £4.95 Warm gooey 
tempting brownie, served with mouth watering 
vanilla ice cream. A match made in heaven.

FERRERO CHEESECAKE £5.95 An indulgent 
cheesecake made with Ferrero Rocher and topped 
with Nutella, milk chocolate and crushed nuts. Add 
a scoop of Ferrero Rocher ice cream to make this 
moment extra special.

OREO CHEESECAKE £5.95 Mouth watering 
home-made cheesecake made with Oreo biscuits 
and topped with crushed Oreo’s and melted milk 
chocolate. Add a scoop of cookies and cream.

RASPBERRY RIPPLE £5.95 A mouth watering 
home-made cheesecake made with layered love 
and raspberry cream.

CARROT CAKE £5.95 Warm

 

carrot

 

cake

 

served 
with a choice of ice c

r

eam or f

r

esh c

r

eam.

FRESH FRUIT PLATTER
SMALL £14.95 / LARGE 24.95 A

 

mouth

 

watering 
assortment of fresh fruit.

BAKLAVA £3.95 5 pieces of a rich and sweet 

chopped nuts.

Please ask a member of staff if you would like to
customise your own waffles.

Please feel free to consult your server if
you have any concerns about allergies.



INDULGENT MILKSHAKES
CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE £4.95
COFFEE   / KIT KAT /  M&M PEANUT  
MALTESERS / AERO /  MINT AERO /
OREO / SKITTLES / SNICKERS /
MILKY BAR / KINDER BUENO /
BOUNTY / BUENO WHITE
 

PREMIUM MILKSHAKES
CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE £5.95
FERRERO ROCHER 
LOTUS BISCOFF
FRESH BANANA 
FRESH STRAWBERRY
FRESH MANGO
BAILEYS MILKSHAKE £8.95

COOKIE DOUGH £7.50 
Indulge yourself with heart warming cookie dough! 
Served with soft scoop ice cream. 
MILK OR WHITE CHOCOLATE
RED VELVET / OREO

ICE CREAM £2.50
SOFT SERVE VANILLA 

FRESH JUICES £5.50
Freshly juiced fruits and served on ice.
ORANGE / PINEAPPLE / CARROT /
APPLE / WATERMELON

HOT DRINKS
TIGERBAY TEAS
REGULAR £2.95 
POT £7.95

English Breakfast Tea / Earl Grey / Green Tea /
Chamomile / Chamomile Honey / Cherry Cinnamon /
Apple & Berry / Lemon & Ginger / Red Berries /
Mango & Strawberry

Mint Tea / Moroccan £3.45
Chai - Masala  £3.95

TIGERBAY COFFEE
Our coffees are made with fresh Arabica coffee 
beans indigenous to the forests of the southwestern 
highlands of Ethiopia.

Americano / Espresso £2.95
Latte / Cappuccino / White Coffee / Mocha £3.45 
Baileys £6.95

HOT CHOCOLATE
Hot Chocolate £3.45
Hot Chocolate Hazelnut £3.95

Please feel free to consult your server if
you have any concerns about allergies.



LONDON (FLAG SHIP)
234 Kingsbury Road, NW9 0BH
London, United Kingdom
www.tigerbayshisha.co.uk

HANGER LANE
11 Royal Parade, W5 1ET
London, United Kingdom
www.tigerbayhangerlane.co.uk

KUALA LUMPUR
Jalan Mayang, 50450
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
www.canopylounge.my

AHMEDABAD
PRL Colony, Thaltej
Ahmedabad, 380054, India
www.tigerbay.in

GOA
Vithaldas Vaddo, Morjim
Pernem, Goa, 403512, India
www.tigerbay.in
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